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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are numerous theorems in mathematics which assert, crudely 
speaking, that every system of a certain class possesses a large subsystem with 
a higher degree of organization than the original system. To illustrate this 
type of result, we mention three well-known examples. (a) Every bounded 
sequence of complex numbers possesses a convergent subsequence (Bolzano- 
Weierstrass). (b) Every family of plane homothetic squares of equal size 
and covering a total area 1 contains a subfamily of non-overlapping squares 
covering an area not less than t (Rado). (c) From any (*z:i) + 1 points in 
the plane, we can always select n points which are the vertices of a convex 
polygon (Erdijs and Szekeres). The results and problems discussed below 
conform largely to the pattern indicated by these examples. 
To be a little more precise, let 6 denote a certain class of “systems” and 
let P be a property which a system in 6 may possess. We can then formulate 
questions such as the following. (i) If S is a finite system in the class K, how 
large a subsystem with property P must it possess ? (ii) If S is a finite system 
in CC, into how few subsystems with property P can it be decomposed? 
(iii) Does every infinite system in C possess an infinite subsystem which has 
property P ? (iv) If the answer to (iii) is “No”, has every infinite system in 0. 
arbitrarily large, finite subsystems with property P ? 
The systems we shall consider will be (real) sequences, matrices, and func- 
tions; and the property P will in each case be a property of monotonicity 
(suitably defined). The account offered here is in part expository and des- 
criptive, although new results may possibly be found in Theorems 2.4-2.6, 
3.4, 4.2, 5.2, 6.3-6.5 and Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4. In the course of the dis- 
cussion, we need to refer to a long sequence of problems we have not been 
able to settle. However, we derive encouragement from the thought that, 
since this paper is dedicated to Paul Erdiis, he will assuredly regard it as a 
point of honour to effect a (strict) reduction of the length of this sequence. 
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2. FINITE SEQUENCES 
All sequences considered here and in the next section are sequences of 
real numbers. We begin with the observation that every finite sequence 
possesses a comparatively long monotonic subsequence. More precisely, 
we have the following result of Erdijs and Szekeres [4] which has, in fact, 
suggested to us almost all the problems considered below. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Y, s be positive integers. Then a sequence of rs + 1 terms 
possesses an increasing subsequence of r + 1 terms or a decreasing1 subsequence of 
s + 1 terms (or both). In particular, then, a sequence of r2 + 1 terms possesses 
a monotonic subsequence of r + 1 terms. 
Particularly short and direct proofs of Theorem 2.1 were given by Seiden- 
berg [ 1 I] and, more recently, by Blackwell [2]. Here we shall indicate an 
alternative treatment which depends on simple ideas about partially ordered 
sets. We recall that a subset of a partially ordered set is called a chain if it is 
totally ordered and an antichain if no two of its elements are comparable. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a partially ordered set, and m a natural number. If 
X possesses no chain of cardinal m + 1, then it can be expressed as the union 
of m antichains. 
For a proof (which only occupies a few lines), we refer to [9]. If the terms 
“chain” and “antichain” in Lemma 2.2 are interchanged, we have the 
celebrated decomposition theorem of Dilworth [3] (cf. [13]). We can deduce 
Theorem 2.1 with equal case from Lemma 2.2 or form Dilworth’s theorem: 
we choose the former alternative simply because Lemma 2.2 is a much 
shallower result. 
We begin with a general observation on sequences. Let 
S = (xi: i = 1, 2,...) 
be a (finite or infinite) sequence. We shall, in the usual way, think of S as a 
set of ordered pairs, namely, 
S = {(i, xi): i = 1, 2 ,... }. 
We can now impose a partial order on S by the declaration that (i, xi) < ( j, xj) 
if and only if i <j, xi < xj; and we denote S together with this partial order 
by S*. It is then clear that increasing subsequences of S correspond to chains 
in S* while strictly decreasing subsequences of S correspond to antichains 
in S*. 
1 Expressions such as ‘increasing’ and ‘decreasing’ are used throughout in the 
wide sense. 
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We are now ready to establish Theorem 2.1. If a sequence 5’ of IS + 1 
terms has an increasing subsequence of Y + 1 terms, there is nothing to 
prove. In the contrary case, S* has no chain of cardinal Y + 1 and so, by 
Lemma 2.2, it can be expressed as the union of Y antichains, say A, ,..., A, . 
Denoting the cardinal of A by 1 A 1 , we therefore have 
Hence max 1 A, 1 3 s + 1, i.e., S* contains an antichain of cardinal s + 1 
and S possesses a strictly decreasing subsequence of s + 1 terms. This 
proof of Theorem 2.1 appears to be quite well known, though we have not 
been able to determine its authorship. 
We shall next describe an elaboration of Theorem 2.1. Let p(n) denote 
the greatest integer such that every sequence of n terms possesses a mono- 
tonic subsequence of p(n) terms. Theorem 2.1 implies that 
p(n2 + 1) 3 n + 1. 
We have, in fact, the more precise relation 
(2-l) 
since the sequence 
p(n2+ 1) =n+ 1 
n, n - l,..., 1, 0, 2n, 2n - I)...) n + I,..., ns, ?zs - l,..., n(n - I) + 1 
of n2 + 1 terms has no monotonic subsequence of more than n + 1 terms. It 
is equally easy to verify that p(n2) = 11. 
These results suggest the analogous problem involving several sequences. 
Consider, then, Y sequences each of which has 71 terms, say 
(xp : 1 < i < n),..., ($ : 1 < i < n). 
We shall say that these sequences possess monotonic subsequences of K terms 
in the same position if there exists a set I C {l,..., n} with 1 I 1 = k such that 
all of the Y sequences 
(xp : i EI),..., (xf’ : i EI) 
are monotonic. Further, we shall denote by p,(n) the greatest integer with 
the property that any Y sequences of 11 terms possess monotonic subsequences 
of p,.(n) terms in the same position .2 The problem now is to evalute p?(n), 
and the core of the argument is concentrated in the next result. 
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LEMMA 2.3. For any positive integers n and Y, we have 
We shall establish the assertion by specifying r sequences each having n2’ 
terms and such that, if these sequences possess monotonic subsequences of p 
terms in the same position, then p ,< n. If  X = (xi: i ~1) is a sequence and 
J C I, it will be convenient to refer to the subsequence (xi: i E 1) of X as the 
“restriction of X to J”. 
For s = I, 2,... we define inductively the functionsf(s, n; .) 3 with domain 
and range (0, I ,..., n2” - l}. In the first place, we put 
f(1, n; m) = (n - k - 1) n + h, 
where 
m=kn+h (0 < k, h < n). 
Once f(~, n; .) has been determined, f(s + 1, n; .) is defined by the formula 
f(s + 1, n; m) = n2sf(s, n; 4 + f(s, n; h), 
where 
m = kn2” + h (0 < k, h < n2’). 
Since 0 <f(s, n; h) < n2’, it is clear that, if 
(2.2) 
m, = k,n2” + h, , m2 = k,n2” + h, 
and k, # k, (where 0 < k, , k, , h, , h, < n2”), then 
f(s+ l,n;m,)2f(s+ l,n;m,) according as f(s, n; kl) 2f(s, n; k,). 
(2.3) 
Denote by S(r, n) the sequence 
f(r, n; O),f(r, n; 1) ,..., f(r, n; rz2’ - 1). 
We shall consider the r sequences 
S(l, n2’-‘), S(2, n2’-‘) ,..., S(r, n) (2.4) 
(each consisting of n2’ terms) and shall verify that if, for a certain set 
a Since s and n are merely parameters, a more appropriate symbol might be jr.,, or 
fdJ.). However, our notation has been chosen with a view to typographical con- 
venience. 
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E C (0, l,..., 9’ - I}, the restriction to E of each sequence in (2.4) is mono- 
tonic, then 1 E 1 < n. 
The assertion is plainly true for r = 1. We assume that it holds for r = s 
and consider the case I = s + 1. 
Let E = {m, ,..., m,), where m, < ... < mD and suppose that the restric- 
tions of S(1, nz8), S(2, n2’-I),..., S(s + 1, n) to E are all monotonic. 
For 0 < i < n2’, denote by Ai the set 
{ in2”, in2” $ l,..., (i + 1) n2* - l}. 
Since the restriction of S(l, n2”) to E is monotonic, we infer that either 
(i) E _C Ai for some i, or (ii) E contains at most one element from each Ai . 
(i) If EC Ai , then 
mj = in2” + hj , where 0 < hi < n2’ (j = l,..., p). 
Since the sequences 
f(2, fP; m,) ,..., f(2, n28-‘; m,); 
. . . 
f(s + 1, n; m,),...,f(s + 1, n; m,) 
are monotonic, it follows from (2.2) that the sequences 
fU9 n2*-‘; hJ,..., f (1, n2’-‘; h,); 
(2.5) 
f(S, n; h,),...,f(s, a; h,) 
are monotonic. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, p < n. 
(ii) If E contains at most one element from each A, , then 
and 
mj = kjn2’ f hj , where 0 < hj < n2’ (j = l,...,~) 
Since the sequences (2.5) are monotonic, it follows from (2.3) that the 
sequences 
fU> n2”-‘; kJ,..., f  (1, n2”-‘; k,); 
. . . 
f(s, n; kJ,...,f (s, n; k,) 
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are monotonic. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, we again have p < n; 
and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let n and r be positive integers. Then p,.(n) is equal to the 
least integer greater than or equal to n1/2’. 
Write m, = m2’ + 1. Consider any r sequences each of which contains m, 
terms, say 
(xp : 1 < i < m+.),..., (xf) : 1 < i < m,). (2.6) 
By (2.1), the sequence (xi . (‘I* 1 < i < m,) possesses a monotonic subsequence 
of rnTel terms. For notational convenience, we shall take this subsequence 
as (xi . (‘)* 1 < i < m,-,). Again, the sequence (xi “): 1 < i < m,-,) possesses 
a monotonic subsequence of m,-, terms, say (XI”‘: 1 < i < m&. We 
continue with this process of selection, and ultimately see that the sequences 
listed in (2.6) possess monotonic subsequences in the same position and having 
m, = m + 1 terms. Thus 
pr(m2’ + 1) 2 Ifl + 1. 
Next, let n be given and let m be defined by the requirement that 
Then 
m2’ < 12 < (m + 1)2’. 
k(n) 3 pr(m2’ + 1) 3 m + 1. 
Finally, by Lemma 2.3, 
r&) < d(m + 112’) < m + 1; 
and therefore &r) = m + 1. This implies our assertion. 
We may describe the situation loosely by saying that the obvious applica- 
tion of the theorem of Erdijs and Szekeres to the problem of several sequences 
yields, surprisingly, a best possible result. 
We now turn to the problem of estimating the minimal number of mono- 
tonic subsequences of prescribed length of a given sequence. Accordingly, 
N(n, s) is to denote the greatest integer K with the propety that every sequence 
of n terms possesses at least R monotonic subsequences of s terms each. We 
shall begin by considering in some detail the case s = 3. It will be useful to 
write 
Q(n) = 
I 
$ (n3 - 6n2 + 8n) nsO(mod2) 
& (n” - 6n2 + 5n) n=l(mod4) 
& (n3 - 6n2 + 5n + 12) n = 3 (mod 4). 
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THEOREM 2.5. We have 
N(n, 3) = O(n) 
when n is even and 
O(n) < N(n, 3) < $ (n” - 6n2 + 1 In - 6) 
when n is odd; so that, in particular 
N(n, 3) = + n3 - + n2 + O(n) (n --f co). 
We shall, as usual, denote by [x] the greatest integer not exceeding X. 
Write u = [+ n], v = [i(n + l)], so that u + v = n. The sequence 
then possesses 
u, u - l,..., 1, n, n - I,..., u + 1 
decreasing 3-term subsequences and no increasing 3-term subsequence. 
Hence 
W4 3) < (3 + (3 ; (2.7) 
and this means that 
& (n” - 6n2 + 8n) = O(n), nzO(mod2) 
N(n, 3) < 
$((n3-66n2+Iln-6), n = 1 (mod 2). 
In estimating N(n, 3) from below it suffices, as is readily verified, to con- 
sider sequences with distinct terms; and among them, only those which are 
permutations of (l,..., n).* 
Let, then, S = (xi ,..., XJ be a permutation of (l,..., n) and denote by elk 
the number of numbers among xi ,..., xk-r which are smaller than xk . Then 
the number, say uk , of monotonic 3-term subsequences of S with xk as the 
middle term is given by 
uk = mk(n - k - xk + 1 + ak) + (K - 1 - ak) (xk - 1 - CQ) 
= (h - 1) (xk - 1) + OIk(n + 3 - 2K - 2x,) + 201,~ 
= (h - 1) (xk - 1) - Q(n + 3 - 2k - 2~~)~ 
+ 2{01, + )(n + 3 - 2k - 2~~))~. 
4 In fact, given a sequence S of n distinct terms, we replace it by a permutation of 
(l,..., n) which is ‘similarly ordered’ to S. 
409/41/a-9 
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The total number of monotonic 3-term subsequences of S is therefore 
equal to 
+ -f 2{% + .: (n + 3 - 2k - 2X,)}2 
k=l 
say. Now 
z1 = i (1 - & (n + 3)s + g (n + 1) (R + Xk) - 4 (A2 + Xk2)) 
k=l 
=n+~(n+3)~+(n+l)~ k- f k2 
k=l 1:=1 
= & (na - 6n2 + 5n) 
and, since .Zs > 0, we have 
& uk 3 & (n3 - 6n2 + 5~). 
Now this relation holds for every sequence S of n terms, and therefore 
N(n, 3) 3 &- (n3 - 6n2 + 5n) (2.8) 
for all n > 1. In particular, (2.8) is valid for n = 1 (mod 4). When 
n = 3 (mod 4), the right-hand side of (2.8) is half an odd integer; and, 
since iV(n, 3) is an integer, we infer that, in fact, 
N(n, 3) >, d (n3 - 6n2 + 572) + + = -& (n3 - 6n2 + 5n + 12). (2.9) 
By (2.8) and (2.9) we see that, for odd values of n, 
A+, 3) 2 G(n). 
For even values of n, we need to improve on the trivial estimate Z* > 0, 
Now 
cyk + &(n + 3 - 2k - 2x,) = 01~ + +{(n + 2)/2 - k - x3 + i 
and it follows that (when n is even) the value of this expression cannot lie in 
the interior of the interval [- a, ;1]. Hence 
{ak + ) (n + 3 - 2k - 2~~))~ > &, 
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and therefore 
Combining this with the expression for Z1 , we infer that, for even values of n, 
Hence 
f uk > -$(n” - 6n2 + 5n) + $z. 
k=l 
N(n, 3) 3 &(n” - 6n2 + 8n) = O(n); 
and the proof is complete. 
When s > 3, our information is much less precise. In that case we do not 
possess an asymptotic formula for N(n, S) but only an upper bound given in 
the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. If n 3 s(s - 2), then 
N(n, s) < tqs!(s - l>,-1. 
We write h(n, s, K) = [(n + R)/(s - l)]. The inequality 
(2.10) 
can be proved in the same fashion as (2.7). Although Theorem 2.6 can be 
deduced from (2. IO), we prefer a variant which makes our calculation a little 
easier. 
The sequence 
m, m - I,..., 1, 2m, 2m - l,..., m + l,..., 
(s - 1) m, (s - 1) m - l,..., (S - 2) m + I 
of (S - 1) m terms has (S - 1) (T) d ecreasing s-term subsequences and no 
increasing s-term subsequence. Hence 
N((s-l)m,s)<(s-l)(~)=+m(m-l)***(m-s+l) 
= + #(m), 
say. Let 1z > S(S - 2) and let m be defined by the inequalities 
(s - 1) (m - 1) < 7t < (S - 1) m. 
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Then m > s - I and, since #J(K) increases for s 25 s - 1, we have 
-S!(,,),(~-t-s-l)n(n--(s---I)}{n-2(s- I)) 
..- (n + (s - 1) - (s - I)*) 
< nys!(s - 1)8-l, 
as asserted. 
It is natural to inquire whether, perhaps, the relation (2.10) holds with 
the sign of equality. Even if it does not, N(n, s) might be asymptotic to the 
right-hand side of (2.10) ( as, indeed, it is for s = 3). Now, for a fixed s and 
n -+ CO, the right-hand side of (2.10) is equal to 
1 
s!(s - 1),-l 
{ns - $(s - 1)2 n”-1 + O(?F)>. 
We may therefore ask whether, for a fixed s and n + co, the relation 
N(n, s) - nS/s!(s - l)S-1 
is valid. We have not been able to make progess with this question though it 
seems highly likely that, for any sequence of sufficient length, the proportion 
of monotonic s-term subsequences among all s-term subsequences never 
falls below a positive constant which depends only on s. 
We shall conclude the section with a decomposition theorem due to 
Hanani [6]. 
THEOREM 2.7. Every sequence of n(n + 3)/2 terms can be decomposed into n 
monotonic subsequences. 
This result is best possible. We shall derive it from a more general result 
on partially ordered sets. By an extreme subset of a partially ordered set, we 
shall understand a chain or an antichain. 
THEOREM 2.8. Every partially ordered set of cardinal n(n + 3)/2 can be 
expressed as the union of n extreme subsets. 
The proof, for which we are indebted to our colleague Dr Hazel Perfect, 
is by induction with respect to n. The assertion holds trivially for n = 1. 
Suppose that it holds for n - 1, and consider a partially ordered set X of 
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cardinal n(n + 3)/2. If X has no chain of cardinal n + 1, then, by Lemma 2.2, 
it can be expressed as the union of n antichains and so, a fortiori, as the union 
of n extreme sets. If, on the other hand, X possesses a chain, say C, of cardinal 
n + 1, then X\C is a partially ordered set of cardinal (n - 1) (n + 2)/2. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, X\C is the union of n - 1 extreme sets 
and X is the union of n extreme sets. 
Theorem 2.7 now follows immediately if we apply Theorem 2.8 to the 
partially ordered set S* associated with the given sequence S. 
3. INFINITE SEQUENCES 
It is a commonplace of elementary analysis that every infinite sequence 
possesses an infinite monotonic subsequence. We may note that this result 
follows readily from Ramsey’s theorem [IO]. The form of this proposition 
that is needed in the present context may be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a countably infinite set and denote by [X-j” the col- 
lection of alf subsets of X of cardinal 2. If [Xl2 = A u B is any partition of 
[Xl2 into two disjoint sets, then there exists an in$nite subset Y of X such that 
[YJ” C A OY [Y]” C B. 
Let S = {(n, x,) : n 3 I} be an infinite sequence. We partition [S12 into 
the sets A and B by the rule that when m < n, {(m, x,), (n, x,)} E A or B 
according as x,,, < x, or x, > x, . The existence of an infinite subset Y of S 
with the properties specified in Lemma 3.1 shows that the sequence S 
possesses an infinite increasing subsequence or an infinite strictly decreasing 
subsequence. 
It may be of some interest to note in passing that the same type of argument 
enables us to show, for example, that every infinite sequence possesses an 
infinite subsequence which is either convex or concave. 
Although, as we have seen, an infinite sequence always possesses an infinite 
monotonic subsequence, it can happen that all monotonic subsequences of a 
given infinite sequence are very sparse. To be more precise, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q(n) be a positive function on { 1,2, 3,...} which tends to 
CO with n (but as slowly as we like). Then there exists a sequence S of real numbers 
with the property that, if T is any monotonic subsequence of S and N,(n) derwtes 
the number of terms of T among the first n terms of S, then 
N&4 , o 
Q(n) 
(n -+ co). (3.1) 
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Write 
w(n) =-= & Q(k) (n 3 1). 
Then w(n) is an increasing function which tends to co with n and u(n) < Q(n) 
for all n. 
Let the sequence S = (a,: n > 0) be defined as follows. Put a,, = 0. Let 
a, be the least positive integer with 
w(q) 2 27 
and when a, ,..., a,-, have been determined, let a, be the least positive 
integer with 
4% + ... + a,) 2 (n + 1)2. 
Further, denote by S, the finite sequence 
(a0 + al + ... + a,, a, + a, + **. + a, - l,..., a, + a, + *-* + a,-, + 1) 
and by S the infinite sequence obtained by the juxtaposition of the sequences 
S, , S, , S, ,..., so that 
s = (a, , a, - I,..., 1, a, + a3 , q + a3 - 1, . . . , a, + 1, a, + a3 + a3 ,. . .). 
If T is a decreasing subsequence of S, then T clearly consists of terms 
from one S, only, and (3.1) follows at once. If T is an increasing subsequence 
of S, then it cannot contain more than one term from any S, . Defining k 
by the inequalities 
we see that 
aI + ... + a, < n < a, + ... + a,,, , 
Hence 
N,(n) 6 k + 1 < &a@, + ... + Uk) < fJ/2(n). 
W4 < Wn) < w-1/2(n) + 0 
---‘w(n)’ Q(n) 
asn-+cO. 
Theorem 3.2 is due to Catherine Smallwood [12] who, in fact, used a similar 
argument to establish the following more sophisticated result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Ql , Q, , 9, ,... be a sequence of positive functions on 
{I, 2, 3,...} such that, for each k, Q,(n) + co us n -+ 03. Then there exists an 
injinite sequence S with the property that, fm every monotonic subsequence T of S 
andevery k > 1, 
N&4 , o 
Q*(n) 
(n + co). 
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Next, we refer briefly to the problem of the decomposition of infinite 
sequences into monotonic subsequences (cf. Theorem 2.7). It is almost 
obvious that there exist sequences which cannot be decomposed into a 
finite number of monotonic subsequences. This is implict in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. However, an explicit example may be given as follows. Write 
t, = &z(n + 1) and let S, be the sequence 
(t, ) t, - 1, t, - 2 ,..., t,-, + 1). 
Then the infinite sequence resulting from the juxtaposition of the sequences5 
81 , s, > s, ,-*- clearly cannot be decomposed into a finite number of mono- 
tonic subsequences. To what extent is this obvious example representative I 
Or, to pur it another way, is there a convenient characterization of the class of 
sequences not decomposable into a finite number of monotonic subsequences ?
One might, of course, ask the analogous question relating to countably 
infinite partially ordered sets which cannot be expressed as the union of a 
finite number of extreme subsets. 
We shall conclude the section by considering the problem of several 
sequences. If S, ,..., S, are infinite sequences, then, as is immediately clear, 
they possess infinite monotonic subsequences in the same position. This 
conclusion need no longer hold for an infinite sequence of infinite sequences 
and, indeed, we have the following much stronger result. 
THEOREM 3.4. There exists an infinite sequence of in.nite sequences which 
do not possess monotonic subsequences of three terms in the same position. 
Let S, = (x,,: n > 1) be the sequence specified by the formula 
_ 
%n - ! 
n (m > n) 
-n (m < n). 
Let p, q, r be arbitrary positive integers with p < q < r. Now 
X 92, - P, x,, = 9, xQT = --r; 
and so the sequences S, , S’s, S’s ,... do not possess monotonic 3-term sub- 
sequences in the same position. 
4. FINITE MATRICES 
All matrices considered here have real elements. A (finite or infinite) 
matrix will be called row-monotonic resp. column-monotonic if all its rows 
5 Here we have, of course, a special case of the construction used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. 
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resp. columns are monotonic sequences. A matrix which is both row-mono- 
tonic and column-monotonic is said to be monotonic. The aim of the present 
section is to make precise the almost intuitive proposition that every finite 
matrix possesses a comparatively large monotonic submatrix. We shall, 
accordingly, define r(n) as the largest integer with the property that every 
n x n matrix possesses a v(n) x v(n) monotonic submatrix; and we shall 
seek to estimate Y(n) for large values of n. 
For every positive integer k, we shall write 
p”=(;++;), qk=P+‘+l, yk = Pkqk . 
LEMMA 4.1. Every matrix of type (k2 + 1) x rlc possesses a monotonic 
(k + 1) x (k + 1) submatrix. 
For brevity, we put p = p, , q = qk , r = rk . Let A be any matrix of type 
(k2 + 1) x r. Each of its r columns is a sequence of k2 + 1 terms and so 
possesses a monotonic subsequence of pl(k2 + 1) = k + 1 terms. Now there 
are altogether p possible positions for each of these subsequences and hence 
at least q of them are in the same position. Thus A possesses a column- 
monotonic submatrix B of type (k + 1) x q. 
By Theorem 2.4, the k + 1 rows of B contain monotonic subsequences of 
k + 1 terms in the same position. Thus B, and so A, has a monotonic 
(k + 1) x (k + 1) submatrix. 
It may be noted that our assertion has been proved by a combination of the 
identity &k2 + 1) = k + 1 and the result of Theorem 2.4 (in that order). 
If we reverse the order, or if we forgo the use of one method of selecting 
monotonic subsequences and apply the other method to both rows and 
columns, we obtain inferior results. 
In stating the next theorem, we write log, for the s times iterated (natural) 
logarithm. 
THEOREM 4.2. For every suficiently large integer n, we have 
log2 n 
44 > log 2 
__ - 2 log* n. 
Let k be taken sufficientIy large. Then 
and therefore 
log, lk < (k + 2) log 2 $ log, k. 
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We can now easily infer the inequality 
k > 1%‘2rk - - 2 log, rk . 
log 2 
Let n be a large integer and let k be defined by the requirement 
rk < n < rkwl . 
By Lemma 4.1, every rk x rk matrix has a monotonic (k + 1) x (k 
submatrix, so that v(rk) 3 k + 1. Hence, by (4.1), 
1) 
v(n) 2 +k) > k + 1 > 
logs rk+l 
___ - 2 loa rk+l log 2 
> 1x2 fl , - - 2 log, n, 
log 2 
as asserted. 
We are unable to express an opinion as to whether the estimate in Theo- 
rem 4.2 is anywhere near the ultimate truth; nor do we possess an upper 
bound for v(n). One special problem connected with the investigation of v(n) 
may be mentioned in passing. Let h denote the least integer with the property 
that every h x h matrix possesses a 3 x 3 monotonic submatrix, i.e., 
v(h) > 3. Now we know by Lemma 4.1 that v(rJ >, 3, and so 
h < r2 = 2570. 
By a refinement of the argument it is, in fact, possible to show that 
h < 1028. 
There is no reason to suppose, however, that this relation is anything but 
crude. It would be of some interest to determine a tighter bound for h. 
5. INFINITE MATRICES 
We shall call a matrix infinite if it has infinitely many rows and columns. 
We shall also be concerned with “semi-infinite” matrices, i.e. those with 
finitely many rows and infinitely many columns. 
Every infinite sequence possesses an infinite monotonic subsequence. The 
analogous result for matrices is false: an infinite matrix need not possess 
an infinite monotonic submatrix. We have, in fact, the following somewhat 
stronger conclusion. 
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THEOREM 5.1. There exists an infinite matrix which possesses no infinite 
row-monotonic submatrix. 
An obvious example is provided by the matrix 11 x,, /j already used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. We recall that x,, = n or -n according as m 2 n 
or m < n. 
Let (mj:j 3 1), (nj:j >, 1) b e any infinite, strictly increasing sequences of 
positive integers. Taking j, k such that n2 < mj < nk , we have 
xml.n, = nl < n2 = x,,,,~ , 
x?nj,nn. = - nk > - nk+l = Xm,,n,bl . 
Hence the infinite matrix I/ x,~,~~ j/ is not row-monotonic. 
In contrast to Theorem 5.1, all the remaining results in this section assert 
the existence of “large” monotonic submatrices. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let n be a positive integer. Then every n x co matrix 
possesses a t+(n) x co monotonic submatrix. 
The argument depends on the same idea as that used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. We write pi(n) = m. 
Let A be any n x cc matrix. Each of its columns has a monotonic sub- 
sequence of m terms. Since the number of possible positions of these sub- 
sequences is finite, it follows that infinitely many among them occupy the 
same position. Thus A has an m x cc column-monotonic submatrix B. It is 
obvious that the m rows of B possess infinite monotonic subsequences in the 
same position. Hence there is an m x cc submatrix of B which is monotonic. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let k be a positive integer. Every inJinite matrix possesses 
a monotonic submatrix of type k x co. 
Let n be an integer such that pi(n) > k. Let A be any infinite matrix and 
denote by B the matrix consisting of the first n rows of A. By Theorem 5.2, 
B (and therefore A) has a monotonic submatrix of type k x co. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Every injinite matrix possesses jinite but arbitrarily large 
monotonic submatrices. 
Let k be any positive integer. It then follows immediately from Corollary 
5.3 that every infinite matrix possesses a monotonic k x k submatrix. This 
conclusion is an equally easy consequence of Lemma 4.1. 
We shall close the section with an open question relating to a possible 
refinement of Corollary 5.4. Does every infinite matrix possess finite but 
arbitrarily large monotonic submatrices in principal position (i.e. specified 
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by rows and columns with the same suffixes) ? We are not able even to con- 
jecture an answer. 
6. FUNCTIONS 
In this final section of our account, we shall refer rather summarily to 
continuous analogues of some of the problems investigated earlier. A typical 
mathematical object discussed in previous sections was a sequence together 
with its subsequences: clearly the continuous analogue is a function together 
with its restrictions. 
Letfbe a real-valued function defined on the unit interval [0, 11. A subset E 
of [0, l] is called a set of monolonicity off if the restriction f  / E is a monotonic 
function. Broadly speaking, one may say that there exist functions all of 
whose sets of monotonicity are very small. However, the precise formulation 
of results of this type depends on the class of functions within which one 
chooses to operate. Most of the material marshalled below has been extracted 
from or suggested by Catherine Smallwood’s paper [12]. 
If the function f  belongs to the class Cl (i.e., if it is continuously differ- 
entiable), then naturally it possesses an interval of monotonicity and in 
particular, therefore, a set of monotonicity of positive measure. On the other 
hand the following result has been proved in [12]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Given any E > 0, there exists a function of class C” for 
which every set of monotonicity has outer measure less than 6. 
We next turn to the class of continuous functions. It is well known that a 
function monotonic in an interval is differentiable almost everywhere. 
Hence a continuous nowhere differentiable function has no intervals of 
monotonicity. Much more can, however, be asserted (see [12]). 
THEOREM 6.2. There exists a continuous function all of whose sets of mono- 
tonicity have measure 0. 
Such a function might de defined as follows. Let 4: R1 ---f RI be given by 
the formula 
$44 = I * I (I x I d 4) 
together with the requirement that I/ should have period 8. Then the function 
f : [0, l] + R’, given by 
f(x) = f  IO-“#(4O”x), 
V&=1 
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has the desired property. This function, whose construction is based on 
an idea of Behrend [I], is continuous and nowhere differentiable. Indeed, 
its pathology is even more pronounced, for it is actually nowhere approxi- 
mately differentiable. Whether an arbitrary continuous, nowhere differ- 
entiable function would serve our purpose equally well is a question we have 
not been able to settle. 
Another open question is concerned with the class of differentiable func- 
tions. Unlike functions of class Cl, differentiable functions need not have 
any intervals of monotonicity; see, e.g., [8, p. 4121. On the other hand, by 
Theorem 6.1, there exists a differentiable function (namely one suitably 
chosen from the class Cm) all of whose sets of monotonicity have outer 
measure less than 6. It is natural to wonder whether we can strengthen 
Theorem 6.2 by asserting that there exists a differentiable function all of 
whose sets of monotonicity have measure 0. 
Again, a very striking result of Filipczak [5] states that every continuous 
function on [0, l] (or, indeed, on any perfect set) has a perfect set of mono- 
tonicity. Now a perfect set is necessarily uncountable (as is proved, e.g., 
in [7, p. 1561) and we may therefore ask whether every function possesses an 
uncountable set of monotonicity. Once more, we are unable to supply an 
answer. 
Certain problems involving several sequences admit of continuous ana- 
logues. For example, we have the following result which runs parallel to 
Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 6.3. There exists a sequence of C” functions on [0, l] such that 
no set of cardinal 3 is a set of monotonicity for all members of the sequence. 
For every pair p, u of rational numbers with 0 < p < u < 1, there exists a 
C” function f,,g on [0, l] which increases strictly in [0, p], decreases trictly 
in [p, 11, and satisfies the relations f,JO) = 0 = fo,o(a).6 The set of functions 
f,,c is, of course, countable. 
Now let a, b, c be any three numbers in [0, I] such that a < b < c. Choos- 
ing any rational numbers p, (T such that b < p < CT < c, we see that 
fd4 <f,,#4 f,,c@) > 0 >f&h 
Thus (a, b, c> is not a set of monotonicity for all functions fo,o . 
We next turn to questions involving functions of two variables. Such 
functions will be said to be monotonic if they are monotonic with respect to 
each variable. Sets of monotonicity are now defined precisely as in the one- 
dimensional case. Predictably, the new theory bears a general resemblance 
6 An explicit construction of such functions is, in essence, carried out in [12]. 
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to the theory of functions of one variable, but we have now to contend with 
additional difficulties. In particular, if E is a set of monotonicity of a continuous 
function of one variable, then so is, of course, its closure E. However, this 
conclusion need no longer be valid in two dimensions and, indeed, sets of 
monotonicity can now, apparently, be very complicated. Consequently, the 
results we are able to enunciate are a little weaker than the corresponding 
results in the one-dimensional case, with inner measure now replacing 
measure or outer measure. 
It is almost obvious that a function from S = [0, I] x [0, l] to R1 whose 
first partial derivatives exist and are continuous possesses a (non-degenerate) 
rectangle of monotonicity. On the other hand, we have the following analogue 
of Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.4. There exists a C” junction on S all of whose sets of mono- 
tonicity have inner measure less than E. 
We omit the details of the argument which is very similar to that used to 
establish an analogue of Theorem 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.5. There exists a continuous junction on S all of whose sets of 
monotonicity have inner measure 0. 
Let f: [0, l] -+ R1 be a continuous function all of whose sets of monoto- 
nicity have measure 0. We define the function F: S + R1 by the equation 
F(x, Y) = f(x) (O<x,y<l). 
Obviously, F is continuous. 
Suppose that E is a set of monotonicity of F and let K be a closed subset 
of E. For every y E [O, I], the set 
is closed (and so measurable) in R1. Moreover, if k? # O, then Kg is a set 
of monotonicity of j, so that m,(KY) = 0.’ Thus m,(P) = 0 for ally E [0, 11; 
and, since K is measurable, it follows by Fubini’s theorem that 
m2W) = J1 m,(P) dy = 0. 
cl 
This relation holds, then, for all closed subsets K of E; hence the (two- 
dimensional) inner measure of E is 0. 
’ We denote the one-dimensional measure by m, and the two-dimensional measure 
by mz . 
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Added in proof. Since submitting our paper, we have made a little progress with 
the problem of estimating the function r(n) defined in Section 4; and we arc now able 
to prove the inequality 
v(n) = O(log n/log log n). 
See a forthcoming note in Discrete Muthematics. 
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